Stockton Camera
Stockton
Camera Club
Club

Somewhere In The Night

Class A Image of the Month - Lanny Brown

Whiskered Onions

Class AA Image of the Month - Elizabeth Parrish

Silence of the Lambs

Class AAA Image of the Month - Dean Taylor

Bee and the Passion Flower

Low Country

Class AA Print of the Month Paul Chapman

Class A Print of the Month Richard Bullard

Basilica

Class AAA Print of the Month - Doug Ridgway
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Bashful Swan

Elephant Seal Pups Snooze

Kris Borgen

Christine Blue

Snow Goose in Flight

Yellowstone Morning

Heide Stover

Sharon McLemore

Keegam Ranch Pasture
Mac McCormick
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A Dancer at Heart
Trey Steinhart

Blue Bird

Elizabeth Parrish

Northern Harrier

Up

Stan Sogsti

Early AM

Heide Stover

Em McLaren

Sandstone Design
Dean Taylor
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Old Barn at Daffodil Hill

The Horse with the Flying Tail

Lesser Kuang SI Waterfall Laos

Palouse Truck & Barn

Stan Sogsti

Christine Blue

Sharon McLemore

Ed Richter

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
Dawn Bassnett
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Frozen

Sunflower

Joanne Sogsti

Em McLaren

The Durango & Sliverton

Man on Fire

Sharon McLemore

Ed Richter

Osprey

Mac McCormick
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50 Shades of Grey

Pink Rosalie

Em McLaren

Stan Sogsti

Blurred Torn Pages

Golden Gate

Kris Borgen

Paul Chapman
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Abandoned Prison Cell

Bucket of Empties

Sharon McLemore

Susanne Nichols

Gold Rush Daze
Gary Brown
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May Meeting Notes
Heide opened the meeting and Paul introduced Kendrick Brown and Isabelle as guests tonight. Also, a welcome back to Greg
Gideon a long time club member!
Sharon gave information on the San Joaquin County Fair. The entries are free and there are no prizes.
If you are interested, you can download the entry form on line and turn in the form by May 31. The prints can be turned in
sometime in June. Please contact the Fair for further information.
Doug plans to have another Lightroom workshop and also hopefully a print workshop too since the June meeting will be matted
PRINTS ONLY. He will let you know when he sets the dates for the workshops. He also said if anyone would like to enter framed
prints for the Art Expressions June showing at the County Admin. Bldg., please let him know: doug_flllyfisher@yahoo.com
1. Heide announced that she is having a photo show at Hutchin's Square in Lodi during the month of June. Her reception will
be June 2 from 6 pm to 8:30 pm. All are invited. Congratulations Heide!
2. Dean talked about a "Large Metal Prints business" that he, Heide and Sharon had visited with the Tracy Camera Club. He
said they printed out small 6 X 9 metal prints from images they were given. He asked if our club would be interested in taking a
field trip there some time in the summer. Almost all the members present were interested.
3. Dean also announced that Dorothy Indelicato from Delicato Wines passed away suddenly about 3 weeks ago. Many of our
members have entered photos year after year at the Delicato Photo Show. Dean was the last judge to judge there last year. Also
many of the SJVCCC members have also been judges over the years. There will be a current show and if you are interested in
entering it is not too late. Down load the entry form from Delicato Wines Website. The last date to enter is May 30; the fee per
matted print is $9 each.
4. Heide announced that Christine Blue's photos were accepted in the San Louis Obispo Art Museum Show and sold one of her
photos. Congratulations Christine!
Dean introduced Andy Tolsma as our judge for this month's competition. Andy is a long time member of the Merced Camera
Club and active member of SJVCCC. He is now a retired elementary school principal and an active photographer.
PRINT COMPETITION WINNERS OF THE MONTH:
CLASS A "Low Country" by Rich Bullard
CLASS AA "Bee and the Passion Flower" by Paul Chapman
CLASS AAA "Basilica" by Doug Ridgway
DIGITAL COMPETITION WINNERS OF THE MONTH:
CLASS A ”Somewhere In The Night" by Lanny Brown
CLASS AA "Whiskered Onions" by Elizabeth Parrish
CLASS AAA “Silence of the Lambs" by Dean Taylor
Congratulations to all the winners!
There is no Special Subject or digital competition for June. It will be matted prints only, with open subjects. You can enter up to
4 prints. The special Subject for July will be "Action Sports."
Please let me know if there are any corrections or additions to the notes. Thanks, em
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President’s Message

SCC Officers 2017

June 2017
By Heide Stover

President

Heide Stover
Email: h1stover@aol.com

Vice President Programs
Dean Taylor, 986-9848
Email: ditaylor49@aol.com

Vice President Competition
Sharon McLemore, 401-0192
Email: sfmsap@aol.com

Secretary

Em McLaren, 823-7287
emmclaren@comcast.net

Treasurer

Susanne Nichols
Email: 66susnic@gmail.com

Committee Chairs

Hospitality Chairperson

Spring is here and weather is nice. We had a break from our camera club meetings.
Hope all of you had a chance to get out and do some shooting!
With spring comes new life. It is fun to go out and shoot the babies. Please remember
to respect the wildlife as you go out shooting. Shoot from a distance. Be careful
not to disturb and scare them. Enjoy and understand the value of what you are
seeing. Shooting wildlife is not just about getting the image you want it is also about
supporting wildlife and leaving the areas you go to clean and undamaged and the
animals relaxed and unharmed. Enjoy the sounds of the singing birds and the smell
of the blooming flowers while you wait for the perfect moment to take your shot. If
this doesn’t work for you head out to a zoo to get your close up shots. Just be extra
careful of your surroundings. Remember that in Nature no hand of man is allowed,
i.e.: roads, fences, houses, cars barns etc.
Happy Shooting everyone! I look forward to seeing you all at the May meeting!
Heide

A Big Thank You to Our Sponsors!

Paul Chapman
Email: uscgchappy@yahoo.com

Print Competition Chairperson
Trey Steinhart 471-8438
Email: Steinhart4@sbcglobal.net

Refreshments Chairperson

Sheldon McCormick 931-0461
Email:smccormick11@hotmail.com

Shutter Tripper/Educational
Doug Ridgway 617-7050
Email: doug_flyfisher@yahoo.com

Web Master

Janelle DeRuosi, 838-1881
Email: jderuosiphotography@gmail.com

219 E Weber Ave
(Across From The Court House)
Stockton, CA 95202-2706
Phone: 209-464-2299/Fax: 209-464-9229
www.ulmerphoto.com
Email: Ulmerphoto@aol.com

RedRiverPaper

Trey Ratcliff
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breakthrough.photography

Topaz Labs
For a 15% discount go to
Topaz Labs and apply the code,
SCCC15TOPAZ, at checkout

CreativeLive empowers you to unleash
your potential by bringing the world’s
greatest experts directly to you, live.
Featuring workshops in photography,
video, design, business, audio, music,
and software training, CreativeLive
unlocks previously closed doors by
making dynamic education accessible
to everyone.
Anyone can watch our live online
workshops — for free — and interact
with instructors in real time. The
future of education is interactive, free,
and live now. Join us.

www.creativelive.com
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2017 Competition Policy
A. GENERAL RULES

allowed.
12. Prints or digital images may be projected/viewed briefly
before the judging of each division if the judge indicates he/she
would like a preview.

1. Only paid-up members may enter club competition.
2. Regular print and digital image competition period: Once
each month except January. A competition year is February
through December. Current regular meetings are February,
March, May, July, September, October and December. The
number of meetings may change from time to time at the
discretion of the Board of Directors and approval of the
general membership as facilities permit. The Annual Awards
Dinner will be held in January.
3. A total of four (4) images (all prints, all digital or a
combination of both) may be entered each competition
month. A total of three (3) images may be entered in the Open
Division and a total of one (1) in the Special Subject Division.
The number of entries may change from time to time at the
discretion of the Board of Directors and the approval of the
general membership.
4. Each image will be scored from 6 to 10 points. All prints
or digital images receiving 9 or 10 points will be classed as an
honor image. The title of each print or digital image entered
will be read before being evaluated. The name of the maker
will be read for 9-point honor winners. Maker’s names will be
announced for the 10 point images after the Print & Digital
Image-of-the-Month winners are chosen.
5. A print or digital image that does not receive an honor score,
may be re-entered one more time in the same division.
6. A print or digital image may be entered in all divisions for
which it qualifies; i.e., an honor image in Open may also be
entered in the Special Subject Division at another competition.
A print or digital image that receives an honor score may not
be re-entered in the same division.
7. Any print or digital image that appears to be ineligible for
competition or not qualified for a specific division could expect
to be challenged. The Competition Vice-President shall decide
whether or not the image is acceptable.
8. The exhibitor must have exposed each negative, slide or
digital image entered. All images submitted for judging must
be the work of the photographer/maker including the taking of
the images and any digital enhancements and/or manipulation
of the image. This does not apply to the processing of film or
printing by a commercial processor.
9. The same image should not be entered both as a print and a
projected digital image in the same competition.
10. In the event of absence or barring unforeseen circumstances,
a member may submit make-up prints or digital images for
one competition night per competition year; and whenever
possible must submit all make-up prints or digital images at
the meeting immediately following the month a member failed
or was unable to submit the prints or digital images. Make-ups
in the Special Subject Division must be the same subject as the
month missed. Also, in case of absence a member may assign
the responsibility of submitting his or her prints and/or digital
images for competition to another member.
11. A club member who serves as judge cannot enter his or
her own prints or digital images in the same competition. The
judge’s make-up prints or digital images can then be entered
in another competition during that competition year. This
is in addition to the once-a-year make-up provision already

B. PRINT ENTRY RULES

1. Each print entered must have a completed label attached
to the back of the print including; name of maker, title, date
entered and Division (Open or Special Subject). The writing or
printing on the form must be legible. Labels must be attached
on the back of the print in the upper left-hand corner for
correct viewing of the print.
2. All prints must be matted or mounted with a total size
(including mat board) of no larger than 18” X 24” and no
smaller than 8” X 10”. Exception: One side of a Panorama
Print may be no larger than 36”. Prints that are smaller than
5” X 7” will not be accepted. The maker’s name must not
appear on the viewing surface of the image. Framed prints
shall not be entered.
3. Prints accompanied by entry forms should be submitted no
later than 15 minutes prior to the start of the regular monthly
meeting.
4. Prints receiving a score of 10 points, in each class, will be
regrouped and judged for selection for the Print-of-the-Month
honors. Print-of-the-Month honors will be given in Class A,
AA & AAA.

C. DIGITAL IMAGE ENTRY RULES

1. Digital images must be submitted in a format and by the
deadline specified by the Competition Vice-President. Digital
images may be submitted by email, mailed (CD) or delivered
(CD) to the Competition Vice-President. Definition of Digital
Image: An image taken with a digital camera, a negative, slide
or print scanned into the computer and processed digitally.
2. Images must be in a format compatible with the projector.
The key thing to keep in mind when formatting photos for
submission is that the projector we use in the competition has
a (maximum) resolution of 1400 x 1050 pixels. This means that
any photo that exceeds this size in either dimension, could endup being cropped by the projector. In other words: the image
width cannot be more than 1400 pixels and the image height
cannot be more than 1050 pixels. If your image is horizontal,
only change the width to 1400, if your image is vertical, only
change the height to 1050. Do not change both. Down-sizing
the image from the “native” resolution coming out of your
camera also significantly reduces the file size. This helps when
emailing the files and takes-up less space on our hard-drives.
3. The maker’s name, title of image, date entered and division
(Open or Special Subject) must be included as the title of the
image. When you have finished re-sizing your image save your
image with a new title. For example do a Save as: Smith_
Sunrise Splendor_05-15_O.jpeg. (O-Open or SS-Special
Subject). Specify whether you’re Beginner, Advanced or Very
Advanced.
4. Digital Images receiving a score of 10 points, in each class,
will be regrouped and judged for selection for the Digital
Image-of-the-Month honors. Digital Image-of-the-Month
honors will be given in Class A, AA & AAA.
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Stockton Camera Club

May 2017 Competition Standings
This month’s judge, Andy Tolsma, from Merced Camera Club view 81 images with an average of 9.37 He awarded
35 tens. The following received image of the month honors. 							
				

Congratulations to all the winners!!!

Digital Image of the Month Class A – Somewhere in the Night by Lanny Brown
Digital Image of the Month Class AA – Whiskered Onions by Elizabeth Parrish
Digital Image of the Month Class AAA – Silence of the Lambs by Dean Taylor
Print of the Month Class A – The Low Country by Rich Bullard
Print of the Month Class AA – Bee and Passion Flower by Paul Chapman
Print of the Month Class AAA – Basilica del Voto Nacional by Doug Ridgway
Please check out the website, http://www.stockton-cameraclub.com/home.html
May 2017- Class A

NOV DEC

TOTAL

OPEN

SUBJECT

FEB

MAR

MAY

JUNE

JULY

SEPT

OCT

111

84

27

37

37

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

108
52
44
27
10
TOTAL
112
112
110
109
108
108

79
34
35
18
10
OPEN
84
84
83
82
80
80

29
18
9
9
0
SS
28
28
27
27
28
28

33
0
27
0
0
FEB
37
37
37
36
35
36

38
16
0
0
10
MAR
38
37
36
36
37
34

37
36
17
27
0
MAY
37
38
37
37
36
38

0
0
0
0
0
JUNE
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
JULY
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
SEPT
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
OCT
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
NOV
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
DEC
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL

OPEN

SUBJECT

FEB

MAR

MAY

JUNE

JULY

SEPT

OCT

NOV DEC

Sharon McLemore

117

87

30

37

40

40

0

0

0

0

0

0

Trey Steinhart

116

88

28

40

39

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

Doug Ridgway
Heide Stover
Ed Richter
Dean Taylor
Susanne Nichols
Joanne Sogsti
Stan Sogsti
Em McLaren

116
116
116
115
115
114
112
106

87
87
87
85
97
85
82
80

29
29
29
30
18
29
30
26

37
39
38
39
38
39
36
34

40
39
40
38
40
37
38
33

39
38
38
38
37
38
38
39

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Richard Bullard
Wayne Carlson
Dawn LeAnn Bassnett
Lanny Brown
Matt Lawson
Ron Wetheral
May 2017 - Class AA
Kris Borgen
Christine Blue
Paul Chapman
Elizabeth Parrish
Gary Brown
Sheldon McCormick
May 2017 - Class AAA
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2017 Calendar of Events
Every 3rd Thursday
(Except April, June &
Aug) 6:30 PM

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

Membership Meeting
Contact Heide Stover
h1stover@aol.com

Friday
June 2

http://www.sjvccc.org/competition/digital-slide-submission/

May Digital Submission
SJVCCC

Sunday
June 11

Ramada Inn
324 East Shaw, Fresno, CA

May
SJVCC Meeting

Thursday
June 15

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

June General Meeting
Prints only with no special subject

Thursday
July 20

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

July General Meeting
Special Subject - Action/Sports

August 2017

To Be Assigned

Annual Potluck

Thursday
September 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

September General Meeting
Special Subject - Environmental Trash

Thursday
October 19

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

October General Meeting
Special Subject - Black and White

Thursday
November 16

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

November General Meeting
Prints only with no special subject

Thursday
December 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

December General Meeting
Special Subject - Roadscapes (Like Landscapes)

2018 Calendar of Events
January, 2018

TBA

2018 Annual Banquet

Thursday
February 15

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

February General Meeting
Special Subject - Neon/Lighted Signs

Thursday
March 15

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

March General Meeting
Special Subject - Arches

Thursday
May 17

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

May General Meeting
Special Subject - Travel With PSA Rules

Thursday
June 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

June General Meeting
Prints only with no special subject

Thursday
July 19

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

July General Meeting
Special Subject - Flowers
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How to Prepare Your Images for Print and Display
A Post By: Rick Berk

If you’re into photography at some point you’ve probably
had the desire to print and display your work. Whether it
be for exhibition in a gallery or local community center,
to hang on your own wall, or to give a print as a gift to
a friend or loved one, you want to present your work in
the best way possible. Treating it as the piece of art that
it is. Displaying your printed work can sometimes result
in a lot of angst, due to problems printing, decisions with
regards to matting and framing, and finally, lighting.
Many photographers believe an image isn’t fully realized
until it has been printed and hung.
“The negative is the equivalent of the composer’s score,
and the print the performance.” – Ansel Adams
While situations, intentions, and desires may vary from
one photographer to the next, here are a few things to
consider when preparing an image for print and display.

Monitor Calibration

Before you even choose which route to go with in terms
of printing your images, you have to address the biggest
issue facing photographers today – monitor calibration.
The settings you have applied to your computer screen
can drastically affect the way the image looks on screen.
And while you may have edited the image to look fine
onscreen, when you go to print it, there is a very good
chance your printed output will look nothing like what
you saw when editing. To solve that issue, you have to
match your screen to a known standard. One that sets the
color and brightness so that what you see on screen will
translate to what comes back from the photo lab, or out
of your printer.

Unless your monitor is properly calibrated, you can’t be
sure that the vibrant colors you see on screen will be the
same as those seen in a print.
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There are several available options for monitor calibration, but they all do the same thing. They get your monitor set to a known
state that the printing engine can translate to similar output. In other words, what you see onscreen is what you get out of the
printer or lab! Finally, it’s important to realize that the lighting under which your print will be displayed will affect the way the
image looks. Too cool lighting will make it look bluer, while fluorescent lighting will make it greener, and tungsten lighting will
warm the tones.
Finally, it’s important to realize that the lighting under which your print will be displayed will affect the way the image looks.
Lighting that is too cool will make it look bluer, while fluorescent lighting will make it appear greener, and tungsten lighting will
add warm the tones.

Type of Print

Obviously, if you plan to display one or many of your
images, the first thing you need to do is have it printed.
You have several options available, and while none are
wrong, some are better than others. The simplest option,
in terms of work for you, is to use a photo lab or print
service. If you like more control, you can choose to print
the images yourself on your own photo quality inkjet
printer. Even then, there are things to consider.
When you do decide to print an image, you have several
choices to make, include what process to use, what media
to print on, and how it should be finished.
There are two main printing methods prevalent today,
depending on where you go for your prints of digital
images:

Inkjet prints

Inkjet prints are produced by placing tiny drops of ink on paper or canvas to produce an image. Professional inkjet printers
tend to have more colors than consumer models, with high-end printers now featuring up to 12 different color inks to create a
richly colored image.
Inkjet printers use inks that fall into one of two categories; pigment or dye-based inks. Pigment inks are made of tiny particles
that sit on top of the paper, while dye-based inks are absorbed into the paper. Pigment inks are archival and can last up to 200
years or more in the proper conditions (under museum-quality lighting and framing). Pigment-based inks are more expensive
but also suffer two main drawbacks. First, pigment based inks can suffer from metamerism, which appears as a shift in the color
when viewing the print at an angle. The second drawback is that pigment-based inks are not as vibrant as dye-based ones. Dyebased inks tend to fade more quickly, though some are rated to last up to 75 years or more in proper conditions. Professional
printers will usually use pigment-based inks.

Digital C-Print (Lightjet)

This method of printing involves using a laser to expose
chromogenic paper, which is then processed in chemicals,
similar to a traditional photographic print. It’s a
continuous tone print, unlike inkjet which produces tiny
dots of ink on the paper to create the image. The laser
produces true photographic quality with continuous
gradations and tones. Kodak Endura and Fuji Crystal
Archive are the two most popular papers used in this
process, and both produce archival prints that will last up
to 200 years under proper conditions.
While it’s fun to show off your images online, there is
nothing quite like having one of your images printed and
framed.

Choosing a Lab

Labs offer some decided advantages over printing images yourself. When choosing a lab, you want to find one with a reputation
for good quality control and customer service. I’ve found getting recommendations from other photographers to be incredibly
helpful when looking for a lab.
Other things you’ll want to consider are their products. Do they print using the method you want? Do they offer the sizes
you want? Do they print on media other than photo paper, such as canvas, acrylic, or metal? What kinds of finishing options
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do they offer? Is the canvas gallery wrapped? Do they
offer mounting or framing? Do you want or need those
services? Answer those questions, knowing what you
want or need, and that should give you a good answer as
to whether the lab will fulfill your needs.
Answer those questions, knowing what you want or need,
and that should give you a good answer as to whether the
lab will fulfill your needs.

Displaying the Print

If you choose to go with a print on metal, acrylic, or
canvas, once the print is made, you probably won’t have
much else to do. These options are generally finished and
require no framing, though a decorative frame can be
added to canvas if desired. If you’ve printed on paper,
you still have a little work to do.

Matting

Paper prints, to be properly displayed, need to be matted and framed. You can find various qualities of mat board, using terms
such as “Buffered pH Neutral” or “Acid-Free”. These are basically the same thing, meaning the acid has been removed from the
paper to avoid harming the prints. Acid-free mats have a protective lifespan of about 7-12 years.
The next grade of mat board is known as “conservation
grade acid-free” or sometimes “museum rag”, which
is what you’d want to use for a serious art display in
a gallery. In addition to removing the acid, another
component harmful to paper, called lignin, is also removed
from the mat board. Conservation mats that are acid and
lignin free have a protective lifespan of 50 years or more.
Conservation grade mats are more expensive than simple
acid-free ones.
Which type of mat should you choose? It really depends
on your purpose. If you’re planning to display the print as
art in a gallery and possibly for sale, conservation grade
mats are the best choice. This helps add value to the print
by preserving it, and lets the buyer know you are serious
about your work and their potential investment in it. If
the use is something less important, such as a temporary
display that won’t be for sale, you can certainly save some
money and go with a simple acid-free mat.

Framing

Framing prints can present you with some difficult
choices, depending on where the print will be hanging.
Since you never know where someone may hang a print,
for galleries and art shows I suggest a simple, understated
black frame, that lets the image breathe and speak for
itself.
A matt and frame finish off an image and complete the
piece for hanging.
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One of the big mistakes I see new photographers and artists make when showing work in a gallery or exhibition is framing their
work in overly ornate or colorful frames. When an art buyer purchases a new piece of art, if it is framed already, that frame
becomes part of the consideration. By keeping the frame simple and understated, it allows the buyer to view the art neutrally
without considering the frame. They won’t feel the frame has to be married to the image and can feel free to consider their own
framing choices.
If you want to get really serious about the frames you use, you’ll want to use museum quality framing. Like conservation mats,
it is designed to preserve the print for as long as possible. Museum quality framing includes UV filtered glass to reduce the UV
rays from the sun that are a print’s worst enemy and keep it from fading. It should include conservation matting as described
above, and will have a final layer of archival backing to further protect the print.

The Finishing Touch
An artist should always sign his or her work, on the print,
in the corner.
As with any artwork, you should always, without fail,
sign your images. Signing your images signifies that you
created the image, personally took responsibility for it
from capture to print, and lets whoever is hanging the
print on their wall know who created it. It adds value for
art collectors.
There is always some debate, it seems, but I will go on
the record as saying that it is always the print that should
be signed, and never the mat. The mat can be removed,
and thus, so can your signature. Choose either the bottom
left or bottom right corner and sign your prints with a
neat, clear signature that identifies the image as your
own. Again, you’ll want to use archival ink that won’t
harm the print, in a color that will stand out. For darker
prints, silver or gold metallic works nicely, while for
lighter colored prints, a black ink will suffice. I prefer the
Deco Color Liquid Fine Paint Markers to sign my prints,
canvases, metal prints, and acrylics. There are several
thicknesses available so you may want to experiment to
find what works best for you.

Your photos are meant to be seen, not just take up space on a hard drive! So take these tips and start showing your images off.
What are your favorite tips for displaying photos?
Read more from our Tips & Tutorials category
Rick Berk is a photographer based in Freeport, Maine, shooting a variety of subjects including
landscapes, sports, weddings, and portraits. Rick leads photo tours for World Wide Photo Tours and
his work can be seen at RickBerk.com and you can follow him on his Facebook page and on Instagram
at @rickberkphoto.
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Macro Vision

When, where and how to
explore the wonders of close-up photography
Text & Photography By Mike Moats
Home / Tips & Techniques / Landscape & Nature Photography Tips

Ponds should be on your radar to shoot live subjects. Water attracts wildlife, and frogs are easy to find. If you are lucky enough
to find a pond with floating duckweed, you may find some frog heads peeking out. Fujifilm S5, Tamron SP 180mm F/3.5 Di 1:1
Macro. Exposure: 13 sec., ƒ/16, ISO 100.
Mastering the art of macro and close-up photography in nature takes time and patience, but knowing the when, where and how
of the art will increase your chances of finding fascinating subjects and creating successful images. For photographers who are
limited on time and budget for traveling, close-up photography offers unlimited opportunities near home—or even at home. I
have four parks within 20 minutes of my home with an abundance of great subjects, and my backyard has been designed with
flowers and plants that attract live subjects like butterflies, dragonflies and other small critters. The cost includes just a little gas,
park passes and resource books to identify the flowers, plants and bugs you have selected to photograph.
Throughout the four seasons, the life cycles of the flowers, plants and insects vary from month to month, and even by days with
some subjects. Part of the fun of close-up work is not only photographing subjects but also learning about the ever-changing
environments and subjects that we seek out. When not out shooting, we can be researching and learning about nature within our
geographic area, which expands the fun of photography.
Our time as photographers is limited by work schedules and family activities, making it a challenge to find time to shoot. As
a close-up photographer, you have the advantage of being able to photograph at any time of the day. Unlike landscape and
wildlife photographers, who are often restricted to the ideal light of early morning and late afternoon, macro photographers can
effectively control the available light at any time of day with diffusers and reflectors.

When To Shoot Macro

With the constantly changing environment each month throughout the year, we have an amazing variety of subjects to photograph.
The tiny landscapes of the macro world are shifting by the minute, and knowing when to be in the field at the right time is key
to your success. Springtime brings us woodland wildflowers, and open fields produce the taller summer and fall flowers. Some
wildflowers will bloom for long periods of time, while others bloom for only a few days or at certain hours of the day.
Books about the life cycles of the wildflowers, plants and insects of your region will provide information regarding nature’s
timetables to help you be in the field at the right times. There are many online resources, and local nature centers that have
websites will also have helpful information. Or contact your local nature center, where the naturalist on staff will be more than
happy to answer any questions you may have.
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The seasonal cycles of the wildflowers, plants and insects will vary by region
throughout the country. For example, in my state of Michigan, the transition of
the fall colors of leaves progresses in sequence from the upper peninsula to the
northern lower peninsula, followed by the southern lower peninsula. Network
with local nature photographers who may be able to help with time frames for
subjects in your area.
At daybreak of cool summer mornings, for example, with temps in the upper
40s to low 50s, dragonflies and butterflies will be frozen in place as the cold
lowers their body temperatures, preventing them from flying away as you
approach and set up your tripod to shoot. Just find a field in the daytime where
lots of these critters are flying around, and check out those same fields on cool
mornings and search them out in the tall grasses.
In my northern region, the month of December will start to produce ice
formation at the edge of small streams in the woods, creating amazing abstract
patterns in the ice, and as the ice thickens, the patterns are lost as the ice turns
a solid white. Taking the time to learn the timetables of the natural world near
you will increase the frequency of success.

Where To Shoot Macro

Wildflowers are the most popular subjects
for macro photographers because they are so
common and easily found. Search out wooded
areas in the spring and open fields in the
summer and fall. Nikon D7000, Tamron SP
90mm F/2.8 Di 1:1 Macro.
Exposure: 1/60 sec., ƒ/22, ISO 3200.

Learning where to shoot is as important as learning when to shoot. I travel a lot
with my photography business and almost everywhere I go, I’m able to find a
local park, nature center or botanical garden in which to shoot. Wherever you
live, there should be places you can shoot. If you are not aware of places close
to you, just do a Google search for parks, nature centers and botanical gardens
near your location.
The best way to learn where to find subjects is just to get out once or twice
a week and explore the local forest and fields. Keeping detailed notes about
where interesting subjects were found will prove to be an important and useful
resource for future shoots in the years to come. I’ve learned about the varied
environments in my area, and each month I know what subjects are emerging
and in what locations.
I also search beaches for feathers, shells and sand patterns created by wind.
Swamps have unique plant life, and ponds attract wildlife like frogs, turtles
and dragonflies. Open fields are where you find lots of insects for macro work.
Flowers can be found in both woodland areas and open fields. If you are lucky
enough to have a botanical garden near you, they generally offer a wide variety
of flowers and plant life from different ecosystems. Some botanical gardens
have a greenhouse allowing you to shoot in all weather, and some will have both
indoor and outdoor areas.

How To Shoot Macro

Macro and close-up photography is much different than other forms of nature
photography, because subjects can be within inches of our cameras. Any
digital interchangeable lens camera will work fine for macro photography. My
most successful image that I have produced was shot with a Fujifilm S2—a
6-megapixel camera—back in 2004, which was generations ago in the digital
age.

Leaves are great subjects and many times
overlooked by macro photographers. Fall
is the best time as the leaves transform into
beautiful colors. Fujifilm S5, Tamron SP
180mm F/3.5 Di 1:1 Macro.
Exposure: 1/16 sec., ƒ/16, ISO 1250.

Matching the right macro lens with the subjects you plan to shoot is very
important. True macro lenses come in fixed focal length and have a 1:1
magnification ratio that, when shooting at the minimum focusing distance, you
can reproduce the life size of the subject you are shooting onto your camera’s
sensor. The most popular macro lens focal lengths run from 60mm up to
180mm. The lightweight and compact size of a 60mm lens makes it good for
handheld shots and when shooting stationary subjects, but because this lens has
a short working distance—meaning you must get close to your subject—it is not
a good choice for shooting live subjects that may flee as you move in.
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A mid-range focal length lens of 90mm like the one I use
is a good all-purpose lens that will handle most macro
photography situations. It does a great job blurring
backgrounds for my flower and bug portraits. For the
long-range telephoto macro lenses, the most popular is
the 180mm lens. This lens gives you the most working
distance between you and your subject, and is best for
shooting live subjects and reaching out farther to capture
subjects at a distance.

If you don’t live in a desert environment, check out botanical
gardens in your area that have greenhouses with tropical and
desert plants. Succulents make great subjects with their artistic
patterns. Nikon D7000, Tamron 16-300mm F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC
PZD. Exposure: 1/13 sec., ƒ/16, ISO 400.

In the past few years, lens manufacturers have been
producing wide-range zoom lenses with close-up
capabilities. I use a Tamron 16-300mm, which gives me
a wide-angle 16mm if I want to show the environment
in which I’m shooting, and a 300mm telephoto range
for reaching out and capturing a frog in a pond or ice
abstracts at the edge of a stream. These lenses are not
true 1:1 macro lenses, but they are getting closer with
each generation; the Tamron 16-300mm, for example, is
a 1:2.7, which will photograph an area as small as 1.5x2.5
inches, covering 90 percent of what I shoot as a close-up
photographer.

When I ask macro photographers what are they struggling
with, the answer is always depth of field, or how much
of the subject will be in focus. Deciding what aperture to choose for the right amount of focus within the subject is always a
challenge to new macro photographers. For subjects where everything in the composition is interesting and every part of the
image is worthy of full focused details, I set my aperture in the range of ƒ/22 to ƒ/32. The majority of my portfolio’s images are
shot in this style. If I have a subject where I only want a small portion in focus and a nice soft focus on the rest of the subject and
blurred into the background, I will use apertures in the ƒ/2.8 to ƒ/8 range.
To gain confidence with how much depth of field affects the focus in an image, shoot one subject at all apertures of your lens, and
then analyze how each aperture changes the amount of focus. Confusion regarding the relationship between depth of field and
apertures is reduced by remembering that the larger the ƒ-stop number, the larger the amount of focus in the subject, while the
smaller the number, the smaller the amount of focus.
Having control of your aperture is the most important part of macro and closeup photography. You can set your aperture using your camera’s manual mode or
aperture priority mode. If you shoot in manual mode, you will also have to choose
your shutter speed, but if you are not comfortable setting your shutter speed
manually, aperture priority will set the shutter speed for you. Either way works
fine, but make sure you are the one setting the aperture and not letting the camera
choose.
With macro, we are shooting at a high magnification, so a steady camera is critical
for sharp images. I always use a tripod. I do know some macro photographers who
hand hold their cameras when they shoot, but I’m not steady enough to hand hold.
As far as lighting, I never use a flash system, and 95 percent my images have been
shot with natural available light, but I have on a rare occasion used a small LED
light for a little fill.
________________________________________
See more of Mike Moats’ macro and close-up photography
at tinylandscapes.com and mikemoatsblog.com.

To capture a dragonfly wing, get out at daybreak on cool summer mornings and search for dragonflies in tall field grass. The
cold will lower the body temps down to where they can’t fly, allowing you to move in close for an easy shot. Fujifilm S5, Tamron
SP 180mm F/3.5 Di 1:1 Macro. Exposure: 0.8 sec., ƒ/32, ISO 125.
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